Utah Digital Health Service Commission Meeting
Thursday July11, 2013 10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Utah Department of Health, 288 North 1460 West, Rm 114, Salt Lake City, Utah
Minutes
Members Present: Scott Barlow, Mark Dalley, Henry Gardner, Craig Herzog, Deb LaMarche, Chet
Loftis (via phone), Dennis Moser, Mark Munger (Chair), Marc Probst, Jan Root, Nancy Staggers
and Sarah Woolsey
Members Absent: Wesley Smith
Staff Members: Humaira Shah and Wu Xu (UDOH)
Guests: Mark Brinton (UMA) (via phone), Courtney Dinkins (AUCH) (via phone) , Jefferey Duncan
(UDOH), Jennifer Garvin (UOU), Charlene Frail-McGeever (UDOH), Esther Munene
(UDOH),Wyatt Parker (HealthInsight), Robert Rolfs (UDOH) and Aimy Sawaya (AUCH) (via
phone)
Introduction and Welcome:
Mark Munger thanked everyone at the meeting. He asked for a motion for approval of the May minutes
and it was moved, seconded and passed. He introduced three new members of the committee:
Mark Dalley introduced himself and briefly talked about his career. He is a representative of Licensed
Health Care Facilities.
Craig Herzog works at the University of Utah Hospitals and Clinics. He is a representative of nonphysician health care providers involved in telehealth.
Sarah Woolsey is a family physician and is a representative of physicians involved in telehealth.
Wu Xu discussed the leadership election procedure.
Mark Munger recognized Robert Rolfs and Dr. Rolfs discussed his advisory role on the commission.

State Innovative Model Initiative Grant HIT Workgroup:
Mark Munger discussed the SIM grant which has been funded for the six months as a preliminary grant
to put together five working groups. One is the health information technology workgroup that Sharon
Donnely and Mark co-chair. The focus of this grant is mostly about payment reform and HIT plays a
huge role in that payment reform to move forward. Mark wants to give updates on what exactly is being
done and ask for feedback.
Preliminary recommendations aims and drivers are discussed. The constituencies they are trying to
address are community, payers, employers, providers and patients. They are after access to reliable and
comprehensive data on quality and cost for things such as equip providers with information to improve,
enable payers to hold providers accountable, allow stakeholders to target and evaluate policy, and provide
transparency to consumers.
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He discussed the key factors to align HIT infrastructure. The vision is HIT enabled payment and delivery
redesign that reach the triple aim. The three aims they are working towards are HIT enabled
infrastructure, transparency and analytic, and risk management/mitigation.
He discussed what drivers are and explains that each driver should be measurable and should align with
specific process measures. Drivers for each aim are discussed. In the grant there will be a background
section written for each aim.
Deb LaMarche commented that they consider teleheath to be a part of HIT and the overall goal can also
include access to healthcare services and resources. The overall goal of this grant is for CMS to provide
funding for the state to get 80-85% of the population migrated over to some kind of a value based
purchasing in 3-5 years. Aim three, risk mitigation infrastructure targets were discussed in further detail,
and its secondary drivers were also discussed.
Jan Root and Mark got together and put together a business plan for what’s needed beyond the grant.
Mark discussed sustainability in regards to the payment model. Jan said whatever systems are build have
to be at a financial level that is realistically sustainable to the entities that will be paying for them.
Robert Rolfs discussed issues that push the opt-in model. There is the fear of data being placed in a
central place for unspecified future use. A lot of exchange would be acceptable if there was a specific
reason it was being replaced for. Ways are being found to release it for specific use that everyone can
accept.
Everyone commented with their thoughts. Mark talked about incorporating everyone’s ideas into it.

Election Results:
Nancy Staggers announced the leadership election results and announced Deb LaMarche as the new chair
and Jan Root as vice chair.
Deb and Jan thanked the out-going leadership.
Mark showed recognition to Robert Rolfs, Wu and Humaira for their help and work and welcomed the
new chair and vice chair. He encouraged them to work closer with the health data committee and set up a
retreat.
Deb thanked Mark for doing a phenomenal job.
Meeting adjourned.
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